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Currents in the Deep
by madmaenad

Summary

Prompt fills for Rare Pair Week 2021

1. Silence - An Wenyi/Zhang Xinjie
2. Constellations - Fang Rui/Ruan Yongbin
3. Winter - Su Mucheng/Tian Sen
4. Recurrence & shadow & victory - Song Qiying/Qiu Fei, Qiao Yifan/Qiu Fei, Guo
Shao/Qiu Fei
5. Prophecy - Su Muqiu/Ye Xiu/Zhou Zekai
6. Meeting - Lin Jingyan/Tang Hao

Notes

Day 1: Silence - An Wenyi/Zhang Xinjie

http://archiveofourown.org/users/madmaenad/pseuds/madmaenad


Chapter 1

They are not an affectionate couple - or at least, not in ways most people would outwardly
recognize - but An Wenyi does not need words to know how deeply Zhang Xinjie loves him. 

He feels it in the quiet companionship between them at night, while An Wenyi reads or
games, and Zhang Xinjie works through his university assignments one by one, sometimes
consulting An Wenyi when he has a question. It’s one of the few times An Wenyi has the
greater knowledge between the two of them, but Zhang Xinjie never hesitates to ask, and An
Wenyi never holds back with his answers. Between two such rational, practical people, what
need is there for anything like conceit?

In the mornings, when An Wenyi’s shoulder is shaken at precisely 7:30 AM after Zhang
Xinjie has returned from his daily walk, and the air is full of the smell of buns and soy milk,
An Wenyi once again feels Zhang Xinjie’s wordless affection. They share space in the
kitchen while they eat, and then again in the bathroom while they dress. The bathroom
counter is divided precisely between the two of them. After the glasses switching incident -
both of them are functionally blind without their prescription lenses - the division is
meticulously respected. Then Zhang Xinjie accompanies An Wenyi to the door, passing over
the suit coat and bag hung in their places on the hallway wall while Zhang Xinjie outlines his
personal schedule for the day - An Wenyi received a message last week with a written
version.

“How can you stand him?” An Wenyi’s coworker asks when he brings Xinjie to a company
function. She lowers her voice and giggles as if she expects An Wenyi to eagerly begin listing
out complaints. “Keeping a schedule every day? He sounds like a robot.”

“The schedules don’t bother me,” An Wenyi tells her truthfully. 

To be honest, An Wenyi rather likes Zhang Xinjie’s schedules. While they are occasionally
inconvenient, their comfort far outweighs any restrictiveness. An Wenyi is a calm, rational
person who lives in an irrational, chaotic world. Zhang Xinjie’s schedules function as a
coping mechanism, allowing him to keep order and predictability in an unstable world. An
Wenyi respects their purpose and value; he has never resented them.

On weekends, without work or university, their time together is given structure by Zhang
Xinjie’s schedules. The reassurance of knowing where his partner is at any time is pleasant.
An Wenyi falls asleep in the afternoon to the sound of rain; when he wakes alone, a quick
glance at his watch tells him Zhang Xinjie is out buying groceries for dinner. Neither of them
can cook. Zhang Xinjie spent his young adulthood eating in Tyranny’s cafeteria, while An
Wenyi survived college through takeout and cup noodles. They’re slowly learning together,
from blogs and internet videos, spending hours elbow to elbow in their apartment kitchen.
When his partner returns, An Wenyi gets up and feeds the fish while Zhang Xinjie unpacks
the groceries into their assigned places in the kitchen. 



Saturday nights are for Glory. Whether they attend a match in person, or stay at home
watching the stream from a laptop, this is one ritual that hasn’t changed since their time
playing in the league. On those nights, An Wenyi remembers the warm glow of Zhang
Xinjie’s acknowledgement, and the firm handshake that first made him look at Zhang Xinjie
as more than an idol out of his reach.

“Does he love you?” An Wenyi’s mother asks when he brings Xinjie to meet his parents. Her
fingers curl in his shirt cuff, a silent entreaty for her son’s happiness.

An Wenyi thinks of tea placed at your elbow just as you’re getting thirsty, and a space carved
in Zhang Xinjie’s schedule just for An Wenyi.

“I’ve never doubted Xinjie’s feelings,” he tells his mother. He’s never been more sure of
anything in his life.

Zhang Xinjie would never make a claim without 100% certainty. If Zhang Xinjie chose a
partner, it would not be before considering every angle, every piece of information, and every
possibility. For him to stand beside An Wenyi today, An Wenyi could state with absolute
assurance that Zhang Xinjie loved him.

When he goes to sit back down next to Xinjie, their fingers tangle together; Zhang Xinjie is
the one who aligns their palms together so they’re holding hands.



Chapter 2

Chapter Summary

Day 2: Constellations - Fang Rui/Ruan Yongbin

(Ruan Yongbin is Wind Howl's Cleric who debuted the same year as Fang Rui.)

When Ruan Yongbin was seven, his parents pasted a star map onto his bedroom ceiling - a
desperate, last-ditch attempt to interest their son in science rather than the video games that
consumed his time. Until he moved into Wind Howl’s dorms, Ruan Yongbin traced over the
shapes of mythical creatures formed from little points of light every night as he fell asleep. 

While the poster failed to ignite any ambition to improve his mediocre grades, Ruan Yongbin
did end up studying stars for a living - stars who may be made of flesh and blood, but who
burned brightly nonetheless.

Fang Rui is the most dazzling star he’s ever seen.

No one else would dare make such an audacious claim - Fang Rui, the king of dirty play,
dazzling? A blackened lump of coal was more appropriate!

But Ruan Yongbin still dreams of the stars he saw in Fang Rui’s eyes the day they met. That
skinny young teenager - still a Brawler then, fresh from Blue Rain - had walked into Wind
Howl’s training camp, plunked himself down beside Ruan Yongbin, the camp’s top Cleric,
and promised they’d be teammates one day  while wearing a sneaky grin so infectious that
Ruan Yongbin had found himself smiling too.

Fang Rui’s playful gravity pulled Rong Yongbin into his orbit, and ever since - as roommates,
as fellow rookies who debuted the same year, as experienced pro players - Rong Yongbin has
followed after him.

Those are good years. Wind Howl’s stars may burn dimly, but they cluster together in a
vibrant constellation. Ruan Yongbin, who spoke less than he listened, kept hard drives full of
pictures taken during those years, each one a point of light in the darkness. 

Above his desk, his favorite photo hangs in a silver frame: Captain Lin, amiable and kind,
with one hand resting on Fang Rui’s shoulder, and the other ruffling Rong Yongbin's hair.

Lin Jingyan’s star is the first to fall, sputtering and shivering like candle-flame. New stars,
astringent and halogen-bright, arrive to replace him, and drown out the gentle glow of Wind
Howl’s remaining lights.



Ruan Yongbin watches Fang Rui burn himself out that year, exhausting his light to hold Wind
Howl’s fractured constellation together. 

He offers what support he can in that endless, painful season, but Ruan Yongbin has always
known his light is too weak to anchor Fang Rui. Since they met, he’s only acted as Fang
Rui’s aid, covering for him when Fang Rui’s schemes went crooked - support, not
partnership.

Ruan Yongbin never brings himself to tell Fang Rui how greatly he values his friend’s light.

After Fang Rui leaves, the last light goes with him.

In the dark emptiness, a chaos of wandering planets and stars gone supernova, Ruan Yongbin
regrets saying nothing. 

(Twenty-five million for Zhang Xinjie, offers Wind Howl. Twenty-five million to replace a
dirty little Cleric and carve out their past. Twenty-five million to extinguish Wind Howl’s last
lonely star.)



Chapter 3

Chapter Summary

Day 3: Winter - Su Mucheng/Tian Sen

Sparing a moment to appreciate the easy anonymity of winter coats and scarves, Su Mucheng
slips through the Beijing crowd, her target in her sights. Stealthily drawing closer, she
advances step by step, until finally, positioned behind her unsuspecting victim, she rises up
on her toes, and jumps.

Tian Sen yelps as a pair of ice-cold hands are shoved against the back of his neck - then
hurries to clap a hand over his mouth, belatedly remembering he needs remain incognito. 

“You’re too distinctive!” Su Mucheng teases him cheerfully, pulling her gloves out of her
pockets and sliding them on. “I could tell it was you right away.”  

With his muscular build - more like an athlete than an esports player - and the tallest height in
the league, Tian Sen stood out even among a crowd of non-pro players.

Her boyfriend sighs, tugging down his woolen cap. “I try the disguises, but there's no way to
make myself smaller.”

“I don’t mind,” Su Mucheng answers, craning her neck upward to look at him. In fact, it was
one of the things she greatly appreciated about him. 

“Besides,” she adds. “No one pays attention to what we do anyway. They’re all convinced
I’m dating Ye Qiu.” She pauses thoughtfully. “Or maybe Zhou Zekai. I haven’t checked the
gossip sites this week.”

Tian Sen chokes on a laugh, and his big hand wraps around her cold fingers. “If Senior Ye is
dating anyone, it’s Glory.”

Su Mucheng giggles, feeling more at ease than she has in months, and bounces their joined
hands. “Congratulations on your win.”

Tian Sen’s smile falls away from his face. “Thank you.” There’s an audible pause. 

Su Mucheng waits for him to ask about Excellent Era’s eighteenth place ranking or their
wretched team play tonight.

“Did you want to go out for a meal, or should we get takeout?” Tian Sen says instead.

“Takeout,” she answers, a great relief rising in her chest. “You can pick the place.” 



Tian Sen chooses Su Mucheng’s favorite anyway. She rests her head on his shoulder as they
wait in line, and allows him to pull her against his side so his bulk blocks the worst of the
winter wind.

They retreat back to Tian Sen’s room at Royal Style with their obscene amount of takeout
boxes - Su Mucheng made them stop for ice cream too. Fewer paparazzi will be watching a
second-tier team, and it’s slightly less questionable than taking her boyfriend back to her
hotel room.

Su Mucheng uses Tian Sen as a backrest while she eats, sitting between his thighs with their
takeout spread out on his bed. When her belly is comfortably full, she stirs the noodles with
her chopsticks, head lowered. “Ah-Sen?”

His body shifts behind her, absolutely radiating concern. “Mucheng? What is it?”

Leaning back, she turns her head to rest on his chest, and tucks her cheek against his solid,
comfortable warmth. “How do you do it, year after year? When you have nothing to show for
it, why do you keep persisting for Royal Style’s sake?”

Among the players of the Golden Generation, Tian Sen was said to have the most unfortunate
career. After he joined Royal Style, his team’s performance declined year after year, until
hardly anyone remembered they had once stood at Glory’s peak. 

Most people forgot that Su Mucheng’s career was equally unfortunate. Excellent Era had lost
the championship the year she joined, and now four years later they had fallen to the very
bottom of the rankings.

With her ear pressed against Tian Sen’s chest, his voice rumbles through Su Mucheng’s skin,
oddly soothing. “As long as Royal Style is still here, anything is possible. So I won’t give up.
That’s the legacy entrusted to me.” 

These are not mere words. Tian Sen believes this deeply. Even though he’s part of the Golden
Generation, he adheres to the spirit and ideas of the Founding Generation: no matter what
situations they face, they will never give up.

Tian Sen can keep enduring because he has faith that someday, Royal Style will return to the
peak. Until then, he won’t give up. As long as Tian Sen and his Peaceful Hermit account
remain with his team, he believes Royal Style has a chance. 

Su Mucheng’s faith is different. She believes in the people she loves - Excellent Era means
nothing to her if she doesn’t care about the people there. 

But she understands the spirit of the Founding Generation in her own way, the legacy of both
her brothers. No matter what’s happening to her family now, there will be paths beyond
Excellent Era. She won’t give up either. Not when they’re so close to the end. 

Su Mucheng breathes out. And just like that, her worries seem more manageable.



She wiggles deeper into Tian Sen’s chest, pillowing her head against his pectoral muscles.
“Ah-Sen, you’re really comfortable. Let me sleep here tonight.” 

Ye Qiu would cover for her with the team - she’d seen the smile in his eyes when he’d told
her to enjoy her time without worrying about when to go back.

"You can stay as long as you want," Tian Sen tells her softly, circling her waist securely with
one of his thick arms.

Setting her hand atop Tian Sen’s forearm, Su Mucheng closes her eyes, and thinks longingly
of summer, long months of vacation where Tian Sen will wear tank tops and kiss her tasting
of melted shaved ice. 



Chapter 4

Chapter Notes

Day 4: Recurrence / shadow / victory - Song Qiying/Qiu Fei, Qiao Yifan/Qiu Fei, Guo
Shao/Qiu Fei

Three matches to win a championship; three men who loved Qiu Fei.

Round 1: Recurrence

This is not the first championship Excellent Era has snatched from Tyranny. Song Qiying
believes it will not be the last, either - not with Qiu Fei as Excellent Era’s indomitable core 

Today, the spear of Excellent Era struck the wall of Tyranny’s defense, and broke through.
The dragon tangled with the tiger, and the dragon reigned at last over the heavens.

The tiger would not be satisfied without his own victory, naturally, but he could see how
beautiful the dragon looked in the sky above him.

Over the years, Song Qiying has maintained his habit of approaching his opponents after a
match. Advancing toward Excellent Era’s player area, Song Qiying’s steps remain steady. He
inherited the resolute spirit of Tyranny, and he feels no shame for his team's loss. 

Qiu Fei rises to meet him, a smile curving the corners of his eyes. “Senior, thank you for such
a good match.”

“A good match indeed. Thank you for your guidance, Xiao Qiu,” Song Qiying agrees, serious
and earnest as always.

Song Qiying has fought many opponents over his career, but he looked forward to battling no
one more than Qiu Fei. 

Han Wenqing once said that of all the players of Song Qiying’s generation, Qiu Fei was the
one he respected the most. Song Qiying can wholeheartedly agree.

Who could claim to match Qiu Fei’s spirit? Who among their generation had made so many
sacrifices for their team? 

Most honored rival, I wish you the greatest glory.

 

Round 2: Shadow



When he shakes Qiu Fei’s hand, Qiao Yifan leans down to his fellow captain’s ear, breath
ruffling the hairs of Qiu Fei’s temple. “I’ll be the one buying your team dinner this time.”

Under the stage lights and camera flashes, Qiu Fei’s eyes remain unclouded. A flush
pinkening his cheeks from the stuffy competition booth, Excellent Era’s captain nods. “Then
we’ll have to be impolite, senior.”

Between the two teams of City H existed an unlikely friendship - attributable in large part to
the friendship between the two men shaking hands here. 

Qiao Yifan and Qiu Fei, these two players who had once stood in the shadows without
resentment, disciples of the same master, had found in each other a kindred spirit. 

When two people of compatible temperament who had experienced similar hardships met,
seeking out each other’s companionship was natural. Qiu Fei appreciated Qiao Yifan’s quiet
support after Excellent Era rejoined the Alliance, and Qiu Fei returned the same guidance
when Qiao Yifan succeeded Team Happy’s captainship. 

Where the captain went, the team followed; no two other teams could claim such a good
relationship between their players.

No two teams fought so fiercely when they met, either. Excellent Era and Happy did not
forget their rivalry, and the cruel reality of competition was that only one championship
existed 

This year, Team Happy retired early from the field. Even in his disappointment, Qiao Yifan
firmly grasps Qiu Fei’s hand, and smiles.

Fellow shadow who stands now in light, shine brightly on the stage you have earned.

 

Round 3: Victory

“And Excellent Era takes this season's championship in a spectacular reversal! Combat Form
emerges victorious over One Autumn Leaf, Excellent Era's former god! We're witnessing
history tonight, Glory fans. What an incredible milestone in Excellent Era's revival!”

The fans are on their feet, shouting and screaming after Combat Form’s last brilliant
performance. Every person in this stadium knows that Excellent Era stands here today only
because of one player's faith and tenacity.

A year in the Challenger League; three years to make playoffs, two years to make semifinals,
another year to reach the finals. Seven years, and Excellent Era reigns again atop the throne.

Touching the championship cup, Qiu Fei’s face is transcendent. A clear, high ecstasy carries
him; his eyes reflect an almost dreamy light.

Guo Shao raises the championship cup beside his captain, and remembers the many sleepless
nights and countless training sessions they have shared - all the disappointments, the



setbacks, and finally the victories that have brought them to this moment. 

For nearly all those moments, Guo Shao has stood at Qiu Fei’s side. Excellent Era’s new
spear and cannon, carrying the team on their shoulders.

Excellent Era’s players lift their captain up on their shoulders now, and Guo Shao gladly
helps bear his weight. 

This is the victory you always deserved. This is the victory I have always wanted to give you.

When Qiu Fei’s feet touch the earth again, Guo Shao is there to meet him, taking hold of his
captain’s thin shoulders. ”We did it!” he grins.

“Excellent Era, champions,” Qiu Fei sighs, the words slipping away beneath the noise of the
crowd.

Qiu Fei smiles. A tremendous peace descends upon his face, and those eyes, ever-fixed on
Glory, slide closed.



Chapter 5

Chapter Notes

Day 5: Prophecy - Su Muqiu/Ye Xiu/Zhou Zekai

FYI, SMQ and YX have a five year age gap with ZZK.

“I’ve found the player who will inherit that title of yours, Gunner God.”

Su Muqiu looks over at Ye Xiu, raising an eyebrow. 

His lover is lounging carelessly across the back of a chair, utterly indifferent to the stares his
Samsara uniform earns him from Excellent Era’s cafeteria staff.

Someone else - someone who hasn’t known Ye Xiu for five years - might have dismissed Ye
Xiu’s words as trash talk. Su Muqiu hears the undercurrent of seriousness underneath the
provocation, and finds the glint of excitement hidden in his lover’s eyes.

“Oh? Who’s this wonder kid?” Excellent Era’s captain asks, leaning back and setting aside
his laptop. 

Undoubtedly, Ye Xiu has a purpose for handing Su Muqiu this information - one of the
hazards of dating a Master Tactician - but Su Muqiu is willing to take the bait. There’s never
been a gunner who could equal him before. How can he not be curious?

“His name is Zhou Zekai. He’s a Sharpshooter who joined our training camp this year.”
Samsara’s vice-captain sprawls more comfortably across his chair, and smirks. “Better watch
out. That championship cup will be ours soon.”

Su Muqiu counters decisively by dragging Ye Xiu off to his room and putting his lover’s
shamelessness to more indecent pursuits, but his curiosity over this new genius remains in the
back of his mind. 

His curiosity has no chance to be satisfied. In the Alliance’s Fourth Season, the long-
simmering tension between Samsara’s captain and vice-captain explodes. 

Su Muqiu has always disliked Samsara’s captain, Zhang Yiwei. Besides his unpleasant
pettiness toward defeated opponents, Su Muqiu loathed him for the nasty way he treated Ye
Xiu. 

While Zhang Yiwei was a genuinely skilled Sharpshooter, he couldn’t bear standing under
the shadow of greater talent. Ye Xiu held the titles of Battle God, Master Tactician, and Glory
Textbook - naturally, Zhang Yiwei began to resent this teammate who outshone him in every



possible way. Even his appointment as captain was only because Samsara needed a public
face, and Ye Xiu was indifferent to the official position he held. This peacekeeping gesture
had kept the team together, but the tension between captain and vice-captain still hampered
Samsara’s coordination on the field. Without Zhang Yiwei’s resentment, Su Muqiu held no
doubt that Samsara would have taken home more than their single championship.

The appearance of a more talented Sharpshooter was the final spark needed to push Zhang
Yiwei into open conflict with Ye Xiu. As this private tension spills over into public
provocation from Zhang Yiwei, disrupting the team’s match performance, Samsara’s ranking
drops like a stone.

His captain’s ugly behavior on the field, and even uglier behavior in private wears Ye Xiu
down - every time Su Muqiu insists on facetiming his partner, Ye Xiu’s face is thinner and
more drawn than the time before. 

“You can’t go on like this,” Su Muqiu tells him bluntly when Ye Xiu answers his call looking
half-dead.

“It won’t be forever,” Ye Xiu answers, exhaustion heavy in the hand he lifts to half-heartedly
drag through his hair. “ Xiao Zhou will be ready to debut next season, and management isn’t
impressed with the trouble Zhang Yiwei is causing. If he won’t go, I think they’ll pay the
penalty fee to break the contract.”

“How is Zhou Zekai?” Su Muqiu asks, accepting Ye Xiu’s attempt to change the subject.

While Su Muqiu’s current opinion of Zhang Yiwei couldn’t be dug out of a garbage dump, Su
Muqiu’s opinion of Zhou Zekai has been elevated in the opposite direction. Su Muqiu held
the highest appreciation for this young trainee he’d never met, for one simple reason - the
only times Ye Xiu seemed happy recently are when he talked about Zhou Zekai’s progress. 

Ye Xiu has always gained great joy from teaching others to love Glory, and this polite,
respectful junior soaks up Ye Xiu’s instruction like a sponge. From the many times Ye Xiu
mentions him, Su Muqiu builds a mental image of a shy little junior who isn’t good at
expressing his thoughts, and he looks forward to the day they meet so he can thank Zhou
Zekai properly.

Except it doesn’t quite go that way.

“You didn’t tell me Zhou Zekai was ridiculously hot,” Su Muqiu hisses, pulling Ye Xiu aside
during his summer visit to Samsara.

His boyfriend stares at him uncomprehendingly. “Why should I mention that?”

Su Muqiu covers his eyes with his hand. He loves and appreciates Ye Xiu’s Glory obsession -
it’s not like he has room to throw stones - but sometimes it leads to unfortunate omissions.
Like this one. “He looks like an underwear model.”

Ye Xiu continues to regard him with bewilderment. “He’s a good junior.”



“He’s already taller than you,” Su Muqiu reminds him.

“I’m a perfectly average height for an adult man,” Ye Xiu replies, dissatisfied. “Actually,” he
adds smugly after a little consideration, “ Xiao Zhou is seventeen, so he’ll probably be taller
than you too when he’s finished growing.”

Su Muqiu’s wails might have evoked some pity from onlookers, but Ye Xiu remains
unmoved. 

Ye Xiu is much less unmoved after Su Muqiu sets him free from the janitor’s closet five
minutes later with bruises sucked onto his throat.

Other than omitting one important piece of information, Ye Xiu’s description of Zhou Zekai
was otherwise completely accurate. In a player practice room, Su Muqiu watches the two of
them communicate with amusement. Ye Xiu one-sidedly carries on the conversation, while
Zhou Zekai responds using occasional ‘mmm’s and ‘ahhh’s. Nevertheless, the two appear to
completely understand one another.

“How do you know what he’s saying?” Su Muqiu asks when Zhou Zekai steps out to get
account cards from the guild.

“Xiao Zhou is very easy to understand once you get to know him,” Ye Xiu replies, fondly
watching his junior’s back. “You just have to pay attention.”

Zhou Zekai really is a cute junior; he looks at Ye Xiu like his senior hung the moon in the sky
as he hands over an account card. 

Su Muqiu is also politely handed his own account card. When they make eye contact, Zhou
Zekai ducks his head, embarrassed by the attention.

“Let’s see if you still have any skills left as a Sharpshooter,” Ye Xiu laughs, and sends Su
Muqiu a QQ message with the arena room number.

When Su Muqiu’s Sharpshooter enters the room, he isn’t met by a Battlemage. Another
Sharpshooter lifts his revolvers in silent challenge. 

Su Muqiu’s face splits in a wide grin. “Show me what you can do,” he invites.

Zhou Zekai plays nothing like his shy, polite personality. On the field, he has the wild flair of
a demon, every move dazzling and brilliant. Su Muqiu is riveted - he’s never met another
Sharpshooter who could even think of matching him, but Zhou Zekai, this newcomer...

Su Muqiu doesn’t even notice the crazy grin plastered on his face.

“Four step Gun Fu, not bad,” Su Muqiu praises when the victory message appears on his
screen. His blood still pumps hard in his ears. Excellent Era’s captain leans around the edge
of his computer monitor, looking for his opponent.

Zhou Zekai’s handsome face is flushed, his eyes bright - he’d clearly enjoyed the match as
much as Su Muqiu had. 



“Four steps isn’t your limit,” Su Muqiu tells him, just to watch the honest way Zhou Zekai
appreciates the praise. “I see that Excellent Era will have to work hard next year.”

Watching the two of them from his own computer, Ye Xiu laughs.

They rotate through playing arena matches for hours, then order takeout, unwilling to leave
their computers.

“I heard you refused Samsara’s captaincy, Xiao Zhou,” Su Muqiu says as they take a break to
eat, looking sideways at the Sharpshooter who’s finishing his food in neat bites.

“Mmm.” Zhou Zekai nods, the fall of his hair shifting attractively with the movement. He
thinks for a moment, then adds firmly, “Senior, captain.”

“It’s not good if both Samsara’s captain and vice-captain aren’t comfortable with the media,”
Ye Xiu says helplessly, with the air of a long-fought argument.

“No one has done more to lead Samsara than you,” Su Muqiu states. “You’ve always been
their captain in spirit, even if you didn’t carry the title.”

Zhou Zekai nods again, very seriously. 

Su Muqiu’s appreciation for this junior increases again. Living so far away, he worries for his
boyfriend’s well-being in Samsara. With Zhou Zekai here, he’ll rest more easily knowing
there’s someone nearby who will support Ye Xiu. 

Ye Xiu gets up to throw away their trash, and stretches, hands over his head as he eases the
muscles of his back. Su Muqiu openly enjoys watching the hem of Ye Xiu’s shirt rise.

Su Muqiu isn’t the only one watching.

There’s a sweet, earnest yearning visible in Zhou Zekai’s eyes before the young player lowers
his gaze politely.

Su Muqiu barely stops himself from reacting. He’s no Master Tactician, but he has his own
cunning, born from years of fighting for his and Mucheng’s survival. In a split second, he’s
already taken apart the situation into costs and benefits.

Su Muqiu’s personality is neither jealous nor possessive. He has complete trust and faith in
Ye Xiu. He likes Zhou Zekai already, and strongly suspects that feeling will grow. There are
also many advantages to having someone at Ye Xiu’s side who cares for him.

In summary?

Su Muqiu sees profit here, and he likes it.

Still, these things need to be thoroughly tested. Su Muqiu stands up, coming over to Ye Xiu’s
side and placing a hand on his partner’s shoulder.

Zhou Zekai’s eyes linger again on where Su Muqiu’s hand is settled on Ye Xiu’s shoulder. 



The corner of Su Muqiu’s mouth hooks up. He tests his theory once more, leaning over to
kiss Ye Xiu’s ear.

Zhou Zekai’s gaze still follows, a hint of longing passing over his face. There is no greed or
envy in his reaction. At that moment, Su Muqiu is certain that Zhou Zekai will never take
action on his feelings, nor impolitely burden Ye Xiu with them. Admirable.

Hidden in Ye Xiu’s soft hair, Su Muqiu’s lips curve upward. If Ye Xiu could see his boyfriend
now, he’d recognize the smile as the one Su Muqiu always wore when he got a new idea for
Silver equipment.

“Ah-Xiu," Su Muqiu whispers, making a decision, “when does your Xiao Zhou turn
eighteen?”



Chapter 6

Chapter Notes

Day 6: Meeting - Lin Jingyan/Tang Hao

Lin Jingyan’s first words when they meet again are: “Ah, Captain Tang. I’ll trouble you to
take care of Fang Rui.”

In his brand new Wind Howl uniform, Tang Hao stands in the stadium access tunnel and
sneers. The situation between the two of them a year ago has reversed; now Tang Hao holds
the title of First Brawler and the captainship of Lin Jingyan’s former team. Lin Jingyan
cannot possibly be as undisturbed as he pretends.

“Fang Rui or Wind Howl, neither of them has anything to do with you anymore.”

Lin Jinygan’s pleasant smile remains in place; the eyes hiding behind those glasses don’t
fluctuate. The red and black of Tyranny suits him better than the shapeless jumper he’d worn
at All-stars; it doesn't hide his sturdy shoulders and well-shaped forearms.

“That may be true,” Lin Jingyan admits. For the first time, a flash of emotion passes across
his face, gone as quickly as it came; his eyes return to being still, calm pools, not a single
ripple on the surface. “Nevertheless, Fang Rui was my partner for many years. I hope you can
look after him.”

Suddenly, Tang Hao is angry. All the grudges Lin Jingyan must feel towards Tang Hao,
everything Tang Hao has taken from him, and all he came to do is yap about that dirty Thief?

“Don’t you have anything to say to me?”

The words leave Tang Hao’s tongue before he knows his own thoughts. He freezes, anger
immediately overtaking him. “Don’t waste my time,” he spits, and pushes past Lin Jingyan,
stalking away.

“What do you want me to say?” 

Tang Hao’s back stiffens. A scowl pasted on his face, he glowers over his shoulder.

The lighting is poor in these access tunnels. Lin Jingyan stands half in light, half in shadow.
The poor lighting turns his eyes dark and fathomless as he examines Tang Hao with a clinical
sort of interest. 

“What do you want me to say to you, Tang Hao?” Lin Jingyan asks again, tilting his head to
one side; the motion pulls at the neck of Lin Jingyan's shirt, exposing a hint of his



collarbones.

A bolt of arousal spears through Tang Hao so quickly he goes dizzy. He tastes iron on his
tongue - the taste of shame, and anger. Resentment courses hot in his blood.

“I don’t need anything from you,” Tang Hao snarls, and flees in a haze of righteous anger.

(Tang Hao’s hand is down his pants as soon as he slides the washroom door lock home; he
bites down on his forearm, imagining teeth marks peeping out from underneath the neck of
Lin Jingyan’s baggy All-stars sweater.) 

After Tyranny claims victory in their match, Tang Hao watches Lin Jingyan leave, harmless
looking behind thick glasses that hide his handsome face and wearing a loose jacket that
hides his strength. 

Disgusted, Tang Hao bares his teeth.
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